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NEW COLOSSUS, REVISED
By Earl P. Holt III

Much like Colossus we are told,
Strides our Defender, calm and BOLD!
With eyes that see beyond this land,
The Guardian of our shores doth stand.
“NO MORE” Trump says to Muslim scum!
Jihadists won’t get our welcome.
Not deadbeats who pursue the dole,
Nor killers from some far hell-hole.
Romanticizing Third World zoos,
Quite clearly does appeal to Jews;
Marxists like Emma Lazarus,
Who always seek to ruin us.

"Send me NOT your poor, your Jihadists,
Your Third World garbage, yearning for the dole;
The wretched refuse of your steaming shores.
Return them, eternally fertile and dependent,
To Stone-Aged lands from whence they came,
For HERE they would doubtless, create the same…”

Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
ROGUE RULING CLASS AND MEDIA MOUTHPIECES LOSING GROUND
By Sid Secular, Managing Editor
Since Donald Trump launched his Presidential campaign,
every trick the left tried has backfired, and failed to
weaken his support, because his real supporters know
the score and what’s at stake.

As the recent election and its execrable anti-Trump aftermath shows, the political guardians of the system are just
plain out of touch.

It would indeed be searingly comical if the situation
weren't so serious. However, the past 18 or more months
have shown, contrary to what many believed , that the
Permanent Regime is not monolithic or invulnerable, and
it is reeling.

Communists and their fellow-travelers have become increasingly violent and radical as they became increasingly
frustrated in their attempts to undermine Trump’s Presidency. Push-Poll results showed President Trump with
an all-time low approval rating.

But happy days are not here again, far from it. The architects, string-pullers and culture destroyers of the Hollow
Imperial Empire are as unprincipled, ruthless, and coldblooded as ever, and 2017 will see the "cold war" between Middle America and the ruling coalition continue
to heat up and possibly boil over into something very
serious.

All the vitriol directed at Whites and normal Americans
using code-words such as “racist” or “bigot,” or
“homophobe” or “Islamophobe” are bringing Americans
increasingly to the realization that the true haters in
America are the intolerant and overbearing left,
“Democrats,” race hustlers, and communists hurling accusations of intolerance at them.

America has been given a reprieve, thanks solely to the
courage and leadership of one man. The last thing we can
afford to do is sit back and passively watch what the
Trump Administration does or does not do. Now that the
curtains have been pulled back, revealing who the
"Wizard of Oz" is, we must triple and quadruple our
efforts. A genuine and powerful nationalist movement is
still possible in the United States for the first time since
the America First movement of the 1930s, but it will be a
very tough row to hoe. It will not come without great
challenge and sacrifice including the commitment to
leave your comfort zone. We have the potential to
change history by changing the land we love for the
better.

Cartoonish accusations of Russian hacking and fake news
have been ineffective in changing the minds of over 80%
of a representative sample of news consumers who are
turning out to be on our side, even in a poll conducted by
the liberal CNBC.
The self-anointed arbiters of politically-correct views are
the super-rich coastal clubs of various vacuous celebrities, actors, so-called TV comedians, and "music" performers such as Meryl Streep, Madonna, Ashley Judd,
Robert DeNiro, Lena Dunham, Susan Sarandon, and Cher,
exhibiting a shallowness and childish ignorance that
would be embarrassing to most adults.
They wimpily and ridiculously whine that they are victims
of blatant misogyny, sexism, bullying and abuse. This is a
gaggle of completely out-of-touch American
"entertainers" who live in high-security cocoons and
penthouses and who only champion the contrived causes
of the alien non-white invaders, predators, moochers,
and the various categories of misfits.

The battle rages; so no more excuses, please!

Sidney Secular
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President’s Column

AN ENEMY WORTH THE POWDER
By Earl P. Holt III
There are numerous friends and supporters of this organization who have been critical of past commentary by
me, which they feel harm the CofCC’s image. I have great
respect for many of them and I’ll concede that much of
my rhetoric has been outrageous and controversial.

To be attacked by the Corrupt Leftist Media is a badge of
honor, to me: The Corrupt Leftist Media has regressed to
the point that their lies and disinformation are no different from those of TASS, PRAVDA or THE DAILY WORKER
under the old Soviet System, and for the same reasons. All appear to be contending for the Lenin Prize on a
daily basis.

Many of these friends and supporters argue that the
news media must be approached in a dignified manner
that is thoughtful, factual and unemotional. They believe
the news media should be accorded the deference and
respect befitting America’s so-called “Fourth Estate” of
government.

Were it not for the Marxist and treasonous influences of
the Corrupt Leftist Media, the so-called “Democrat” Party
would have disappeared long ago, and with it, open borders, race quotas, forced integration, and our $1 Trillion
per year welfare state. All would have been discarded
upon the “scrap heap of history,” joining the Soviet System that the Corrupt Leftist Media so greatly admired
and relentlessly defended.

They also argue that interactions with the news media
should never be viewed as an opportunity to try and
score points against them, because this is a fight we cannot possibly win.

I recognize that intellectualizing the ideas and beliefs of
our movement certainly works for Jared Taylor and his
organization, American Renaissance. His approach is
markedly different from my own, but the two very different styles may actually be complementary in their net
effect.

BARE-KNUCKLE REALISM
Does this mean we should shrink from any fights we
might lose? Does anyone really think that Washington’s
Army before the Battle of Trenton, or the men who
stayed to defend the Alamo, or the 80 men who flew the
“Doolittle Raid” over Japan in 1942 thought they would
win, much less survive?

To a certain extent, however, AmRen’s more dignified
and genteel approach suggests the Corrupt Leftist Media have been allowed to set the TONE of the debate,
much as they frequently manage to dictate the TERMS
of the debate by employing “speech codes” and
“political correctness.”

I am under no illusions about winning a fight against an
industry whose lies and deceits are measured in GigaWatts and Oceans of Ink. While I do NOT think I can win
such a fight, I DO think I can land a number of right
hands when the opportunity presents itself. Must we all
be "counter-punchers"?

More importantly however, approaching the Corrupt
Leftist Media with respect or deference conveys an undeserved element of credibility to these pathological
liars, much as the deference shown by Republican Congressmen wrongly conveyed unwarranted stature upon
Barack Hussein Obama for eight years.

Rocky Marciano was an undefeated World Heavyweight
Champion, about whom it was said that "...he was willing
to take 10 shots to the head in order to get that one
right hand in there…" I am indifferent to any “shots” I
may take from the Corrupt Leftist Media, because I am
under no illusions about their true loyalties and objectives.

Academics and intellectuals may very well be appalled by
my occasionally outrageous rhetoric, but I sincerely believe that the vast majority of OUR members are ener(Continued on page 7)
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An Enemy Worth the Powder (Continued from page 6)

Yet, even this may help serve an educational function by
introducing the uninitiated to the staggering dishonesty
of the Corrupt Leftist Media. Readers who bother to peruse our commentary –- after reading biased media accounts of it -- may recognize that, "...yes, the media DOES
seem to champion every black, homo, Zionist, Marxist or
Muslim enthusiasm to come down the turnpike."

gized and encouraged by leaders who are willing to “call
a spade, a spade” in no uncertain terms.
I sincerely believe OUR Members prefer a leader who will
fire it back at our enemies in blunt and immoderate
terms, rather than pull our punches or cloak our outrage
in pastel rhetoric, as the RNC has done for eight years.
After all, Donald Trump was elected President precisely
because he is a “bare-knuckle” fighter, not because his
rhetoric was in any way thought to be “temperate.”

Hopefully, such converts are motivated to pursue legal
channels for reform, and not choose the “nuclear option”
that Dylann Roof wrongly pursued. President Trump is
proof that our legal and Constitutional approach can win,
and that any such “nuclear option” is misguided and invariably harmful to the cause.

“CHARMING” THE ENEMY
Many of these same friends and allies also believe that
the CofCC should attempt to cultivate a favorable image
with the news media, which they believe is possible if
only we make an effort to behave ourselves. Although
well intended, such an idea is delusional.

NO ROOM FOR TRENT LOTT
One thing I learned on the St. Louis School Board was
that it’s fairly easy to obtain coverage from the Corrupt
Leftist Media: All one needs to do is be controversial.

A few years before he died, our late CEO, Gordon Baum
attempted to do this very thing by appearing on a local
St. Louis TV news station for a five-minute interview:
Gordon spoke in a calm and factual manner, but he was
unaware that, for the duration of the broadcast, the station simultaneously ran a video of a burning cross in the
background.

However, it is also essential that we NEVER apologize,
grovel or "walk back" our beliefs to appease our mortal
enemies. This was the fate of former Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott (R-MS) –- a CofCC member since his
college days at Ole Miss -- who was never taken seriously
afterwards, and drifted into obscurity.

There is nothing the CofCC or any other “Alt-Right” organization could EVER do to garner a favorable impression with the Corrupt Leftist Media, because they are
the cheerleaders and PR flacks for international Marxism and Zionism, and we are anathema to them and
their goals.

Former Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC) would NEVER have
groveled as Lott did: A man of courage and principle,
Senator Helms would have told the Corrupt Leftist Media
to go to hell, and rightly so!
The Corrupt Leftist Media routinely employ this tactic of
training all their guns on their more outspoken Alt-Right
enemies, in an attempt to force us to repudiate each
other, or repudiate our beliefs. That is precisely their
objective EVERY TIME we become the target of a Corrupt Leftist Media “feeding frenzy.”

We are their mortal enemies because we will NEVER stop
fighting them with the truth, and objective truth is their
greatest enemy. If we were to receive favorable -- or
even neutral coverage from them -- it would indicate ONLY one thing: It would mean we were no longer worth
the powder to attack us.

That kind of retreat will never happen while I am President. Meanwhile, we will garner publicity we couldn't
hope to buy, even as we continue to snap on the lights
and make these cockroaches scurry. (END)

It is true, as many argue, that the Corrupt Leftist Media
tends to focus on our unflattering characterizations of
them. This tactic allows them to divert attention from
legitimate arguments made by our side, such as the irrefutable evidence of profound I.Q. differences between
whites and blacks.
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CofCC Honors Barack Hussein Obama with
Man of the Year Award For 2016
Today, the Council of Conservative Citizens (CofCC) honored President Barack Hussein Obama with its distinguished and highly coveted Man of the Year Award for 2016.
The award will be presented to the recipient at the CofCC's National Conference in 2017, barring unforeseen
circumstances such as his criminal indictments for Treason, Fraud, Criminal Conspiracy, or Obstruction of Justice in the Hillary Clinton e-mail scandal.
In the opinion of the CofCC's Board of Directors, the incompetence and utter dishonesty of Barack Hussein
Obama did more to ensure the election of President Donald Trump than any other factor, including even the
character defects of Hillary Clinton.
In fact, Barack Hussein Obama has done more to advance the causes of paleo-conservatism, nationalism and
American Patriotism than even the combined efforts of Barry Goldwater, Ronald Reagan and William F.
Buckley, Jr.
Obama's assaults upon the Constitution and Rule of Law, his subversion of our National Security, his utter incompetence in the realm of economics, and his endless lies have revealed the New Marxist Party (incorrectly
referred to as "Democrats,") to be the treasonous and organized criminal conspiracy it truly is.

Moreover, the CofCC's Board of Directors wishes to emphasize its pride in being the very first organization to
bestow an award upon Mr. Obama for which he is actually deserving.
Unfortunately, the stipend of 30 pieces of silver normally accompanying this award has been discontinued as a
consequence of the recipient having destroyed half the nation's wealth.

The Political Cesspool is an award-winning broadcast that can be heard on our
flagship station, AM 1600 WMQM in Memphis, Tennessee, and via the Liberty
News Radio Network’s internet stream, affiliate stations, and shortwave / satellite
network. Go to thepoliticalcesspool.org to listen live over the internet.
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U.S. IMMIGRATION AND THE TREACHERY OF MARXIST JEWS
By Earl Holt III
Marxist Jews have been the “vectors” that introduced
the pathology of Marxism into the fabric of American
society: As such, they have been the instigators of practically every subversive and destructive societal movement
in America since the beginning of the 20th Century.

migration as the means to this end. Their ultimate purpose is to create a weakened and disparate multiracial
population, with no sense of its own national, cultural or
historical identity.
Here is what its author, the Baron Richard CoudenhoveKalergi proposed in his book “Practical Idealism,” the
blueprint for their perverse vision of a new feudalism,
with Marxist Jews as rulers and everyone else paying fealty as serfs:

They have played dominant roles in the Marxist subversion of the labor movement, the empowering of homosexuals and blacks with special and privileged status,
worked relentlessly to disarm us both as a nation and as
individuals, founded “Modern Feminism" (the Ladies
Auxiliary of Marxism,) and in the person of Margaret
Sanger, introduced the eugenics movement, which
evolved into the abortion industry.

“The man of the future will be a mongrel…The EurasianNegroid race of the future, similar in its outward appearance to the Ancient Egyptians, will replace the diversity of peoples…Strength of character paired with
sharpness of the mind predestinates the Jews in their
most excellent specimen to become the leaders of urbane humanity…the superiority of their spirit predestines them to become a main factor of the future nobility.”

Along with their leftist Jewish legal clique, the American
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU,) they have aggressively secularized American society by litigating to banish all religious references from public life. Having substituted
Marxism and Leninism for their own religion -- now
merely an ethnic identity -- they appear obsessed with
the need to censor the sincere religious expressions of
Christian Believers.

Although references to Coudenhove-Kalergi’s religion
have been judiciously erased, his book was financed with
60,000 gold marks from Jewish banker Max Warburg,
and he also married THREE Jewish women in the course
of his life. If Samuel Johnson was correct that a second
marriage is “the triumph of optimism over experience,”
then three Jewish wives must surely be the triumph of
MASOCHISM over experience.

This war waged by Leftist Jews against Christian America is so patently obvious, it is no longer possible to ignore: Their chutzpah makes them astonishingly candid
when crowing about their goals and objectives.
Recently, they have used the unconstitutional immigration policies of America’s first Bolshevik President –whose reelection Jews supported four to one -- as a vehicle to implement the century-old Coudenhove-Kalergi
Plan: The latter is designed to destroy all predominately
white and Christian civilizations through mass immigration from non-white Third World nations.

In any event, it’s a safe bet that Marxist Jews won’t be
jumping on the miscegenation bandwagon any time
soon. Instead, they will continue to be the most ethnocentric group in the history of the world, despite their
very different plans for the rest of us.

Much like the “Protocols of the Elders of Zion,” they candidly stated their misanthropic and genocidal agenda,
and then patiently set about implementing it.

Lest anyone think this program is somehow out of the
mainstream of Jewish Marxist thought, consider its modern (2010) reiteration by Barbara Lerner Spectre, the
Jewess who founded Paideia, the European Institute for
Jewish Studies in Sweden:

The Coudenhove-Kalergi plan remains the basis for all
government policies designed to promote genocide within predominately white nations, by using non-white im-

(Continued on page 10)
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Marxist and Zionist Jews have doggedly pursued this goal
of mongrelizing America’s white population for a very
long time. They have done so because it was deemed a
necessary prelude to subjugating and ultimately ruling
over gentile America.

TREACHERY (Continued from page 9)

“Europe has not yet learned how to be multicultural.
Europe is not going to be the monolithic societies that
they once were in the last century. Jews are going to be
at the centre of that. It’s a huge transformation for Europe to make. They are now going into a multicultural
mode, and Jews will be resented because of our leading
role. But without that leading role, and without that
transformation, Europe will not survive.”

The first tangible impetus for “deconstructing” the racial
composition of majority-white America probably began
with a Jewish Congressman (eventually Senator) from
New York named Jacob Javits. In a 1951 editorial in the
NEW YORK TIMES entitled “Let’s Open The Gates,” Javits
proposed immigration levels of 500,000 a year for 20
years with total disregard for national origin or ethnicity.

Similarly, listen to what the former Jewish President of
Poland had to say on the subject as recently as 2008.
Speaking as Co-Chair at the inaugural meeting of the
newly-formed European Council on Tolerance and Reconciliation, Aleksander Kwasniewski stated: “Integration
will be one of our most important focuses ...The host
country must learn to embrace multiculturalism.”

As the Elders of Zion recognized in their “Protocols,”
however, the task of subverting the goyim (literally,
“cattle”) requires more than the subversion of our laws
and political institutions: It also necessitates destroying
the target’s cultural traditions, as well.

George Soros is another Jewish Marxist who has committed himself to the Coudenhove-Kalergi Plan, and one
who has really put his money where his mouth is. In addition to his Open Society Foundation, Soros has contributed tens of millions of dollars to dozens of other organizations actively promoting open borders and mass immigration into Europe and America.

Thus, the American public was artfully and cleverly desensitized to both miscegenation and non-white immigration through the artifices of the Jewish cabal that
wrote, directed and composed the 1961 movie, “West
Side Story.”
Three Jews, Leonard Bernstein (Composer,) Stephen
Sondheim (lyricist) and Arthur Laurents (screenwriter)
conspired to produce this modern revision of “Romeo
and Juliet,” but substituted friction between Puerto Rican immigrants and working class whites in lieu of Shakespeare’s vendetta between Montesques and Capulets. It
is no coincidence that both Bernstein and Laurents were
also communists.

In pursuit of this vision, and much closer to home, a Jewish Federal Judge named Mariana Pfaelzer declared in
1998 that California citizens are Constitutionally obligated to subsidize the infinite needs of illegal Third World
immigrants. Despite overwhelming support from voters,
Pfaelzer threw out California’s Proposition 187 that prohibited illegal aliens from receiving public services financed by taxpayers.

Although tame by today’s lack of standards –- where the
Shylocks of Hollywood and Madison Avenue have made it
nearly impossible to find a cable TV ad that doesn’t promote race-mixing –- this film helped advance the agenda
of Jewish Marxists and Zionists, much like the later film
“Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner?”

Pfaelzer is apparently a protégé of another Jewess law
professor at the University of Chicago named Martha
Nussbaum, who opposes the concept of national citizenship and national sovereignty, because it is too
“exclusive” and “morally dangerous.”
Like other Jewish Marxists, she claims the pursuit of justice and equality requires “allegiance to the worldwide
community of human beings.” One wonders if her advocacies also apply to the nation of Israel…

In the political sphere, meanwhile, after aggressive lobbying by Jewish groups for more than a decade, the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 was eventually
enacted. Its purpose was to open the immigration floodgates to Third World immigrants who had previously
been denied entrance under existing immigration law.

JEWS & U.S. IMMIGRATION

(Continued on page 11)
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TREACHERY (Continued from page 10)

long Gulag, and many were perfectly content to serve
thereafter as its "Commissars" and secret police.

These lobbying groups included The American Jewish
Congress, The Jewish Federation, the ACLU, B’nai B’rith,
and the American Immigration and Citizenship Conference. (The last was an “umbrella” organization consisting of 17 more Jewish groups.) Their handiwork produced the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, memorialized as the “Hart-Celler Act” after its Jewish CoSponsor, Congressman Emanuel Celler (D-NY).

On orders from Moscow, Jews became the driving force
behind the establishment of the NAACP –- serving as its
founders and earliest Directors –- and were thus responsible for radicalizing what would soon become the most
violent, witless and criminal element in American Society.
JEWISH LIFE -- the official organ of Jewish communism
states on page eight of its June 1950 issue:
“Our job as Jewish Communists is to take the lead in
educating the Jewish masses on the meaning of white
supremacy and to enroll the Jewish community in an allout fight against it. This is paramount in our work in the
struggle for negro rights.”

Prior to the Hart-Celler Act,” immigration had been carefully controlled by the National Origins Act of 1924 (also
called the “Johnson-Reed Act,”) which established immigration quotas proportional to America’s existing demographics. For example, if 25% of the American Public
were German-American, then no more than 25% of new
immigrants could be German.

Joel Spingarn, Arthur Spingarn, and Kivie Kaplan were the
first three Presidents of the NAACP. Despite being Jews,
their credentials as white race-traitors made them ideal
for the position.

The purpose of the Johnson-Reed Act of 1924 was to
ensure that no racial or cultural transformation of American Society could ever occur. The Jews’ Media are fond
of promoting the false narrative that we are a “nation of
immigrants,” when in fact, we were a nation of WHITE
immigrants, from 1607 until 1965.

Among the NAACP’s founders were William Walling,
Mary White Ovington, Henry Moscowitz, Julius Rosenthal, William Wald, Rabbi Emil G. Hirsch, and Rabbi Stephen Wise: These were the Jewish traitors who managed
to accomplish this dubious feat of dramatically empowering blacks.

In keeping with the intentions of the Founders of this
great nation, immigration to the United States had traditionally been almost exclusively White: Yet, after passage of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, immigration became almost exclusively non-white.

Their handiwork is on display nightly in our inner cities –
once considered the “gems” of our civilization – but
now synonymous with murder, black gangs, crime, welfare dependency, illegitimacy, drugs, alcoholism, illiteracy, venereal disease, vandalism and hopelessness. It
was not this way 60 years ago, when they at least had
the sense to pull up their pants.

In its essence, the Hart-Celler Act was designed to implement the vision of Baron Coudenhove-Kalergi, and help
destroy America by swamping this nation with the lowskilled and non-white dregs of the Third World. It was
enacted to serve the twin interests of Zionism and international communism, in furtherance of their joint 100
year-old conspiracies to destroy Christianity and the
West.
A LONG TRADITION OF JEWISH TREACHERY

Moreover, Jewish monopoly-ownership of the “Jews’
Media” ensured that it would quickly regress into its current state, one consisting entirely of biased and corrupt
cheerleaders and PR firms for every black cop killer, pervert, communist, Muslim terrorist, “Democrat” criminal,
or black-on-white murderer to come down the turnpike.

That Leftist Jews are capable of such treasonous and subversive conspiracies against Christian America should no
longer even be debatable: Jews comprised the vast majority of Bolsheviks who turned Russia into a 5,000 mile-

This Jew’s Media stranglehold on America’s electronic
and printed sources of news has generated a Corrupt
Leftist Media that is so brazenly dishonest, it is indistinguishable from TASS or PRAVDA during the Soviet era.
(Continued on page 12)
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change to ACLU was necessary because its earlier incarnation as the NCLB had such an obvious Soviet pedigree,
that its close relationship with Moscow had to be camouflaged.

TREACHERY (Continued from page 11)

For more than 60 years, it has “spiked” or censored every
significant threat against us as a nation, a race and a culture.

One of the few goyim involved in founding the ACLU and
its predecessor, the NCLB, was Roger Nash Baldwin, one
of Soviet communism’s more “useful idiots,” who wrote
a book titled “Liberty Under the Soviets.” Here, he
heaped praise on Josef Stalin for permitting civil liberties
to “flourish” in the USSR. He is also credited with having
stated -- in reference to the ACLU -- that “Communism,
of course, is the goal.”

One of their recent efforts has been a conspiracy of silence to obscure the fact that Jewish communists constituted the overwhelming majority of all the traitorous Soviet spies in the U.S. Federal Government during World
War II. Thanks to documents declassified under the Freedom of Information Act, we now have access to transcripts of these decoded transmissions, termed
“VENONA” by W.W. II U.S. Army code-breakers.

Likewise, prominent in any early history of Marxist subversion of the American labor movement are the names
of such “heroes” as Samuel Gompers, Abraham Cahan,
Daniel DeLeon, David Dubinsky, and their “poets laureate,” Morris Rosenfeld and Morris Winchevsky. Each was
a Jew as well as a socialist or communist.

These decrypted transmissions have allowed experts to
identify many of the thousands of Soviet spies who traitorously served Soviet Communism, often from powerful
positions in the federal government during World War II
and its aftermath. The vast majority were Jews.
Prominent examples from within the upper echelons of
FDR’s Treasury Department, alone, include Harry Dexter
White (Soviet codename “Jurist,”) Solomon Adler
(“Sachs,”) Harold Glasser (“Ruble,”) Frank Coe (“Peak,”)
and Sonia Gold (“Zhenia.”)

The founders and proponents of so-called “modern feminism” are just as easily generalized: They are almost exclusively Jewish Marxists from New York City. Among
those familiar to most readers are such luminaries as Bella Abzug, Betty Friedan, Andrea Dworkin, Susan Brownmiller, Susan Sontag, Gloria Steinem and Naomi Wolf.
Only the serpent in the Garden of Eden has done more to
damage the relationship between men and women.

All were Jews: This includes even Harry Dexter White,
whose Jewish parents appear to have changed his name
from its Lithuanian “Weit,” to its anglicized version as
“White.”

CONCLUSION

Jewish names predominate among spies identified by
VENONA, but are also prominent among Communist
Party membership lists revealed by the efforts of the
FBI’s Counter-Intelligence section. Jews also dominate
the cases uncovered by Joe McCarthy, and those identified by the State Department’s investigation of communists and fellow-travelers which produced the “Lee
List,” also used by Senator McCarthy.

A friend once remarked that the “Jews are the seed of
Satan.” Initially, I laughed at him for this glib remark, but
I have experienced little to disprove his theory.
This author is no longer surprised by the reprehensible
nature of the conspiracy of Marxist Jews against the
West and Christian America, particularly their endless
assaults against Rule of Law and the U.S. Constitution,
and their dogged pursuit of a new feudalism with Jews as
the world’s new “Nobility.”

Similarly, the overwhelmingly Jewish “American Civil Liberties Union” (ACLU) owes its inspiration and original
funding to the COMINTERN, the Soviet Union’s de facto
“foreign service.”

There are very good reasons why Jews have been expelled from approximately 79 countries throughout their
6,000-year history, and you have just seen the rationale
for their expulsions illustrated in detail.

The ACLU was initially established as the National Civil
Liberties Bureau (NCLB) in 1917, to defend communist
party members caught spying for Moscow: The name

(Continued on page 13)
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of considerable blood and treasure in World War II -would immediately work to subvert and enslave us, much
like a parasite that must inevitably kill its host.
(END)

TREACHERY (Continued from page 12)

It is hardly surprising to me that those whom we welcomed as political refugees from NAZI Germany – before
altruistically liberating their nations of origin at the cost

The Classic is Back!
“The Science of Racism” and Everything Else
the “Progressive” Left doesn’t want you to know.

….. And Don’t Miss
“OptimRuss Prime”
The Comedy Collection of Russ Valiga.
Includes Ethnic and Racial Jokes …
In-laws too!

FIND OUT THE TRUTH
All the very real physiological differences between
the Races of Man.

Includes “When Science Caught Up to The KKK”,
“Exposing Liberal Lies and Dispelling Afrocentric
Myths” and “The Problem with Evolution” and the
Proofs of GOD’s Existence.

Hilarious and Politically Incorrect…
It’s the only Party Book you’ll ever need.
Both Books available on Amazon, Barnes
and Noble, Ingram, and Outskirts Press

Informative and entertaining!

CONSERVATIVE CITIZENS FOUNDATION
The Conservative Citizens Foundation is the only tax-deductible entity within the Council
of Conservative Citizens (CofCC.) The Foundation is a true 501 (c) (3).
The Foundation is the appropriate Beneficiary for those wishing to remember the CofCC
in their Estate Planning, and who may wish to benefit from its Tax- Deductible features.
Gifts or contributions may be made directly to the CofCC, but they are NOT tax deductible, because the CofCC is a 501 (c) (4)
corporation.
Occasionally, The Foundation may be in a position to help finance educational efforts in conjunction with a CofCC undertaking, in addition to publishing “Occasional Papers”: The latter are monographs devoted to a specific issue requiring the analysis of experts.
The Foundation has also produced a video exposing the so-called “Frankfurt School,” a treasonous cabal of communist refugees from Europe, who immediately began subverting America's institutions of higher-learning.
Inquiries may be sent to CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250
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MANDELA'S LEGACY: White Genocide in South Africa
By Paul Fromm
In 1994, a demoralized and liberal South African Government succumbed to U.S. and British pressure and handed
over power to the communist-controlled African National
Congress (ANC) and its terrorist leader, Nelson Mandela.
Since then, 70,000 whites have been murdered, a number exceeding all Americans Killed in Action in Viet Nam.

FROM FIRST WORLD TO THIRD WORLD
When this reporter visited Durban as part of a factfinding tour of South Africa in 2015, my hosts arranged
interviews for me with people who were prepared to talk
of their personal experiences as victims of violent Black
crime. One of these was a woman named Sandra Reardon.

Over 5,000 farmers have been murdered, and many of
these killings involved hideous torture. An old terrorist
chant of the ANC is "Shoot the farmer, kill the Boer!"
Since the communist ideology of the ANC calls for the
eventual seizure of all white farms, even President Jacob
Zuma has sung this song in recent times. So traumatized
and beleaguered are South Africa's farmers that farm
production has slumped and South Africa is now a food
importing country.

Sandra Reardon is an attractive woman in her early 50s.
She’s a professional, who nearly 15 years after her attack,
still bears the physical scars and emotional trauma of a
violent assault that nearly killed her.
She recalls the incident from 2001: Her domestic worker
had just returned from maternity leave. As she arrived
home, her five year old ran out to greet her. Remembering that the child’s school backpack had been left in the
car, she returned to the garage to retrieve it.

Dr. Gregory Stanton was the Founding President of Genocide Watch. He is a liberal who was both anti-apartheid
and deeply involved in America's so-called Civil Rights
Movement. After a two month study of the plight of
Whites in South Africa in 2014, Dr. Stanton warned in a
December 3, 2014 press conference, that "...early warnings of genocide are still deep in South African society,
though genocide has not begun..."

“I sensed a presence near the back of the car. A head
popped up and a black man leaped out and attacked me.
He hit me and hit me. My right arm went numb. By this
time, I had backed just outside the garage. The domestic
worker came to help. The attacker kept pulling on the
schoolbag. I could feel myself weakening.”

Several years ago Julius Malema, the racist and Marxist
President of the African National Congress Youth League,
revived the singing of the “Shoot the Farmer, Kill the Boer” song. Although originally a revolutionary song, it is
now employed as an incitement to commit genocide
against South African whites. A South African judge even
declared that singing of the song is a hate crime, and prohibited Malema from singing the “Kill the Boer” song.

Incongruously, the thief grabbed the schoolbag and fled
with the maid in hot pursuit. He turned to attack her. “I
called her back. She raced into the house and called for
help.” Only then did Sandra Reardon realize she’d been
stabbed. “My right arm was almost cut off. I was holding
my right arm up,” she stated. Five arteries had been cut.
There was blood everywhere.

However, the black South African President, Jacob Zuma,
sang the song himself, to demonstrate contempt for the
judge’s ruling. Malema was later expelled from the ANC
over an unrelated conflict with Zuma. He formed his own
political party, the EFF (Economic Freedom Fighters),
which has continued to promote a Marxist and racist
agenda, and Malema was even elected to Parliament.

“I got the maid to call my father and a neighbor and collect my young son. There was blood everywhere. I collapsed on the floor,” she recalls. Her neighbor administered first aid and tried to staunch the bleeding with a
tourniquet. The police raced her to hospital as she strug-

(Continued on page 15)
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rape in the world, and the second highest murder rate,
making South Africa more dangerous than most areas in
Iraq! Most victims and perpetrators are Black.

Mandela’s Legacy (Continued from page 14)

gled to survive. “The surgeon said a few minutes later
and I would have bled to death.”

Rapes are rampant in the Black schools and parents often
accept a small sum of money as financial compensation
for their raped daughter rather than going to the corrupt
or incompetent police. To paraphrase Genocidewatch.com: "About 50 people on average are murdered in South Africa per day, of which at least 20 are
whites. Since Whites are 40% of South African murder
victims, but only 9% of the population, the white murder
rate in South-Africa is quite significant."

However, this was just the beginning of Sandra Reardon’s
ordeal. “I had been butchered up and stabbed over 10
times. At first, I needed 24-hour care. I looked like the
Michelin Man, all in bandages,” she says.
She spent four and a half years in surgery. Many of the
nerves in her hand had been cut and she needed extensive physical therapy to recover even minimal use of her
hands. She still has only partial use of her right hand.

For a bribe, criminal cases can be made to disappear and
never appear on the docket. Traffic stops are often an
excuse for a bribe, but my hosts told me that a 100-Rand
note ($10) will usually make a traffic stop go away.

While recuperating, she felt like a trapped animal, she
recalls. “It is embarrassing to have to have others bath
you, brush your teeth or help you go to the toilet,” she
observes. “My young son was traumatized by my attack.
The psychological effects are immense. I am very fearful
of Black males in their 30s. It is difficult for me to be
alone in a public place where there are many Black
males. I suffer from post traumatic stress. If someone
drops a plate or there is a sudden noise, I start screaming.”

Worse yet, police are sometimes the perpetrators of carjackings and robberies. One incident involving the
attempted kidnapping of a wealthy Chinese couple in a
prosperous area of Johannesburg was captured on a cell
phone, and later went "viral" on YouTube: It was clearly
being perpetrated by police in the guise of stopping to
question the couple.

Her assailant was a member of a local Black criminal
gang. Despite this, the attitude of the cursory police investigation is best described as indifferent and lackadaisical. “At one point the police recommended that he be
released on 200 Rand bail (about $20) pending trial: Had
he been released, there’s no chance the accused would
have returned for trial."

PLIGHT OF WHITES
The cell phone of my host rings while we are conversing:
It's an urgent call from a distraught mother, whose two
year-old severely asthmatic child has a lung infection and
desperately needs a nebulizer to infuse medicine into
her daughter's lungs. The mother lives in a camp for
homeless Whites on a farm near Pretoria, where a total
of 157 Whites, including 40 children, live in makeshift tin
and wooden huts.

Thinking about the incident, Sandra concludes: “My son’s
satchel absorbed the stabs meant for my heart and lungs.
All the assailant got was the satchel and my son’s gym
shorts. And for that, he ruined my life,” she says bitterly.

Leigh Oxley Du Preez hundreds of miles away in Durban
works her e-mail and phone list of volunteers. Within a
half hour, she locates a volunteer in Pretoria who will
pick up the nebulizer from a pharmacy and drive 30 miles
to deliver it to the desperate mother.

Every White I spoke to had their own personal story of
black crime. Although Sandra Reardon lived in a prosperous and relatively safe area, she notes: “A (White) friend
up the street was robbed, brutally raped and left for
dead.” Shortly after Miss Reardon was attacked, a Black
assailant raped her next-door neighbor.

Leigh heads the South African Family Relief Project,
which has over 7,000 supporters on its Facebook page.
Her group, barely a year old, brings food, clothes, medi-

Every White person I met feared for his physical safety.
Crime -- particularly murder, robbery, and rape -- is rampant in South Africa. South Africa has the highest rate of

(Continued on page 16)
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ual aspirations.” (Joseph Hammond in The Commentator, online, May 30, 2013)

Mandela’s Legacy (Continued from page 15)

cine, household goods and toys to thousands of Whites
who are destitute and homeless, living in what might be
called squatter camps.

What is going on in South Africa is a slow genocide of
the White population of four million. The mounting
homicidal violence against Whites, the denial of access
to jobs for Whites and the erasing of their history and
culture mean genocide on the installment plan.

CULTURAL GENOCIDE
There is also a concerted effort to denigrate White culture. Statues of White heroes like Cecil Rhodes and King
George V have been removed or vandalized on South
African university campuses. British businessman and
politician Cecil Rhodes endowed scholarships at the University of Cape Town, but the university still saw fit to
remove his statue.

Mandela’s Rivonia Trial in 1963 found that Nelson Mandela had been a key member of the ANC terrorist wing
UmKhonto We Sizwe (Spear of the Nation). Prior to the
trial, Mandela -- as a trusted agent of the ANC and a communist -- went on a fundraising tour of independent African nations seeking arms, money and training for armed
insurrection. Mandela warned his superiors, however,
"that most African leaders were also opposed to communism so that recruits undergoing training in these
states should never reveal the fact that they were communists."

This has prompted Afrikaner leader and singer Steve Hofmeyr to state on CNN: "I don't want fewer monuments. I
want more monuments erected. But don't defile the
ones that exist -- we are the sum total of all the history,
not just the fun parts." (CNN, April 11, 2015)

Dr. Percy Yutar, the prosecutor at Mandela’s Rivonia terrorist trial in 1963, describes the contents of key ANC
documents seized at a terrorist hideout in the Johannesburg suburb of Rivonia: They revealed "the involvement
of Moscow, the Communist Parties of Algeria, China,
Czechoslovakia, and East Germany" in the provision "of
financial assistance, arms, ammunition and military personnel, but, of course, this was to be kept secret for fear
of international repercussions."

Afrikaans, a spin-off of Dutch, the language of the majority of White South Africans is being replaced as the language of instruction at many formerly Afrikaans universities.
While communist parties may be passé` and weak in
some Western nations, the South African Communist
Party is alive and well and influential. One of Nelson
Mandela's key advisers was Joe Slovo, the head of the
South African Communist Party: He also happened to be
a Lithuanian Jew and Colonel in the KGB. After denying it
for many years, only late in life was it revealed that Nelson Mandela had been a communist since the 1960s.
Many influential people in the ANC regime are also communists.

Dr. Yutar is also quoted as saying in Rivonia Unmasked
(Johannesburg, 1965) "the African National Congress was
completely dominated by the Communist Party of South
Africa [and] this domination was also to be kept secret
from the rank and file of the African National Congress."

In another document written by Mandela and presented
at the trial, we see a person different from the secular
saint often presented in the international news media.

A drive through the port city of Durban reveals not only
Joe Slovo Road, but also Che Guevara Boulevard. There's
a delicious irony here: Che Guevara -- an Argentinian
communist who helped Fidel Castro seize control of Cuba
– actually despised Negroes.

Mandela’s monograph entitled "How to be a Good Communist" reveals the man in his own words: "We Communist Party members are the most advanced revolutionaries in modern history and are the contemporary
fighting and driving force in changing society and the
world...The people of South Africa, led by the S.A. Communist Party, will destroy capitalist society and build in

He wrote: " The black is indolent and a dreamer; spending his meager wage on frivolity or drink; the European
has a tradition of work and saving, which has pursued
him as far as this corner of America and drives him to
advance himself, even independently of his own individ-

(Continued on page 17)
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Mandela’s Legacy (Continued from page 16)

its place socialism...One must be a revolutionary and not a reformist...Traitors and informers should be ruthlessly eliminated." He
recommended cutting off their noses.
Mandela was often presented as a martyr, particularly by the
Western news media. However, he was convicted of sabotage and
weapons offences. Even the liberal organization Amnesty International never designated Mandela a "prisoner of conscience" or
political prisoner, because he was jailed for violent actions, not his
beliefs. Thanks to a fawning and thoroughly corrupt international
news media, even his prison years have taken on a certain mythical quality.
In 1988, he was transferred to Victor Verster Prison outside Cape
Town. The conditions were hardly onerous: He lived in the former
warden's wooden bungalow. He even had a staff and cook and
could receive visitors. In 1988, then S.A. President P.W. Botha had
him brought to a secret meeting in Cape Town where he was
offered immediate release if he'd renounce violence. "No, he insisted, the armed struggle will continue."

TRUMP INVICTUS
By Earl P. Holt III
Out of the mess that stifled us,
So deep the swamp and black as coal,
I thank Almighty God that be,
For this unconquerable soul.
In the vile clutch of “journalists,”
He never quit nor cried aloud.
Despite the blizzard of their lies,
He stood un-bloodied and unbowed.
Against their seas of perfidy,
So often he was forced to wade.
And yet this menace of the years,
Still found him, always, unafraid.
It matters not how thin his pate,
How filled with libel be their scroll,
He is the master of his fate:
He is the captain of his soul.

And it does to this day and Whites continue to be its victims.
(END)
ADVERTISEMENT
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Lies, Prevarication and Mendacity at the SPLC
by Earl P. Holt III
Life is too short to respond to every falsehood perpetrated
by the Southern Prevarication Law Center (SPLC,) because
its lies are measured in Giga-Watts and oceans of ink.
However, the SPLC recently released a video reviving its
claim that the CofCC “inspired” Dylann Roof to massacre
all those innocent blacks in Charleston in 2015. The entire
video consists of innuendo and fraudulent “straw-man”
arguments, which are the SPLC’s stock-in-trade.

the SPLC fanning the flames of racial violence -- with its
chronically dishonest crime reportage -- many low I.Q.
blacks assumed it was “Open Season” on whites in America, and that their violent acts would be protected by
Obama’s “Justice” Department.
Interestingly, much of the narrator’s anger and frustration
appears to be directed at Google. What the pathological
liars at the SPLC really want is for Google to censor the Alt
-Right, because we present an obstacle and counterpoint
to their false narratives. We may even be harming their
fund-raising, which is their real raison d’être.

Its hideous narrator conveniently dismisses every fact or
statistic ever cited by our website, and suggests that the
FBI’s Uniform Crime Reports (UCRs) are a far more accurate source of information. Ironically, the UCRs have been
the source for just about every crime statistic we've ever
used, since we don’t fabricate them as the SPLC clearly
does.
For example, the CofCC website is accused of claiming that
most whites are murdered by blacks, although anyone familiar with U.S. crime statistics knows this is absurd. However, the CofCC HAS reported that blacks are 30 times
more likely to commit a violent crime against whites than
the reverse, and that statistic comes straight from the
UCRs.
The period 2012 — 2013 was typical: According to the
UCRs, blacks committed an average of 561,000 violent
crimes against whites each year, while whites committed
an average of 99,000 violent crimes against blacks over
the same period. However, blacks are about one-fifth the
white population (13% versus 63%,) yet commit nearly six
times as many violent crimes against whites as the reverse. Thus they are 30 times (5 X 6 = 30) more likely to do
so.

The SPLC and its Marxist allies in the Corrupt Leftist Media no longer have a monopoly on news reportage and
analysis they once enjoyed. Competition from more
honest and accurate sources of information has meant
they are no longer free to spin the disinformation they
cherish: One such casualty has been their phony narrative that most interracial violence in the U.S. is perpetrated by whites against blacks.
If even poor Dylann Roof can see through their lies and
disinformation, the vast majority of more sophisticated
Americans can’t be too far behind.
Earl P. Holt III
President, CofCC

Bumper Stickers!

Another bizarre assertion is that the CofCC website
(cofcc.us) was guilty of “spiking” public interest in interracial violence beginning in 2012. I suspect it would be more
accurate to say that “The Knock-out Game,” and a number
of high-profile black-on-white murders probably bore responsibility for that phenomenon.

(3” x 8”) $2.50 each or $2.00 each for 10 or more.
Indicate number of each desired, and send check,
Money Order, or disguised cash to
CofCC, P.O. Box 250, Potosi, MO; 63664-0250

Indeed, with a black communist in the White House and
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HOW TO WRECK A GREAT CIVILIZATION
Step 2: Destroy Its Government, Institutions and Founding Principles
By Tom Conway
If spending a nation into bankruptcy is the first step in
destroying a nation, other punches can be delivered in
order to seal its fate, and indeed, are being delivered on
other fronts. In addition to impoverishing the nation
economically, any self-respecting saboteur should
attempt to leave similar wreckage in the target society's
other institutions, and especially in its halls of government.

ositions supported by a majority of the citizenry. Sell this
publicly as being necessary to protect against "the tyranny of the majority." Then tell the majority it still lives in
a democracy that represents the will of the people as
sovereign.
If the nation's founding documents contain a Bill of
Rights, whittle away at those rights until they also become meaningless. For example, if one of the articulated
freedoms is freedom of speech, hobble it by allowing
speech codes at universities and corporations, and then
encourage the expansion of such codes into other institutions. Eventually, notions of correct and incorrect speech
will hold sway throughout the society, and inevitably, at
some point, including those language restrictions in the
Criminal Code will become a reality.

To begin, the malcontents generally use historically proven techniques for infiltrating such institutions: They integrate themselves quietly but steadily into the power
structures not only of government, but also academia
and religion. They then integrate their ideologies into
those structures, and their ideological agendas soon
thereafter. This has been historically referred to by the
Left as "the long march through the institutions."

If one of the rights articulated in the Bill of Rights is the
right to bear arms, create extensive limits on the types of
weapons available for ownership, and create an extensive registration process, extensive background checks,
and other impediments to ownership. When the time is
right you will not only be able to restrict the ownership of
weapons, but you will also be able to use your comprehensive database to seize weapons once legally held by
your citizenry. At some point, you will tell the public you
must disarm them in order to protect them, and you will
then proceed to do so.

When sufficient infiltration has occurred, the saboteurs
make the institutions their own. If the infiltration is done
competently, in their ignorance and myopia, the original
occupants of the institutions never awaken to any realization that a takeover and reinvention has occurred. In
other Leftist terminology, this is what is referred to as a
"bloodless coup." The suckers never even realize they've
been defeated.
In essence, these bloodless coups appear simple. In actuality, they turn conquest into an art form.

If your Bill of Rights contains a right to privacy and freedom from unlawful searches and seizures, hem it in with
extensive surveillance machinery, monitoring, and data
collection. Like your Soviet mentors did before you, use
technology to monitor dissidents and to compile information on them, and then neutralize those who are credible threats to your agenda. Compile a master list, to prepare for a day of reckoning.

If you are one of the people in favor of such coups, when
subverting a nation’s government, you should start by
supporting the school of thought that perceives the nation's founding constitution as being a "living document."
Emphasize its malleability and flexibility, until its protections and constraints become essentially meaningless.
Use this principle of malleability to encourage judicial
activism. Then promote efforts to appoint like-minded
saboteurs as your judiciary.

If you have a two party system of democratic government, encourage one party to make its primary purpose
the satiation of corporate greed. Meanwhile, encourage

By appointing activist or radical judges you will impose
your agenda by repeatedly nullifying legislation and prop-

(Continued on page 20)
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Make voting easy: Outlaw any requirement for effective
identification documents as "unreasonable," thus making
it convenient for illegal aliens to vote for politicians who
will offer more access to the public coffers and easier
access for yet, more illegal aliens.

How to Wreck (Continued from page 19)

the second party to define itself by creating a "hierarchy
of victimology" by recruiting ethnic and sexual minorities, indigents, malcontents, and other prospective beneficiaries of massive redistributions of power and wealth.

Blur all legal standards and requirements, in addition to
the concept of “justice,” itself. While describing yourself
as a "nonracial democracy," ruthlessly promote race discrimination by favoring preferred races in hiring and admissions.

Keep the first political party complicit in the second party’s success by conspiring to import cheap Third World
labor. Swell the second party through the same deluge of
immigrants, allowing it to indulge itself until it achieves
enough critical mass to lock itself permanently into power. Having accomplished this, at some point, all you will
need is the right demagogue to initiate a reign of deconstruction or terror.

Get your allies in the media and academia to promote
this as "fairness." By doing so ad nauseam -- and despite
every other courthouse facade in the country bearing the
words "Equal Justice Under the Law" engraved on its facade -- in time, few people will even forget the millions
being raped by such discrimination.

To that purpose, work continuously to centralize governmental authority and power, and encourage rule by executive order and judicial activism, bypassing the legislature and weakening its role in government. All of these
changes will make it easier to run things when you are
finally able to rule.

The dirty little secret about this form of discrimination is
the reality that the offspring of those doing the
“deconstructing” will make certain that their own children are exempt from its pernicious influences: They will
ensure it is the less powerful members of the public who
will be routinely harmed by this machinery of discrimination.

To help things along, cheapen the value of citizenship.
“Naturalize” entire stadiums full of the dregs of the Third
World immediately prior to critical elections. It will help
grow the number of indigents, losers, and subversives on
the voter rolls and the number of Leftists.

The result will actually be the creation of two privileged
classes: One group privileged on the basis of their possession of melanin, and a second group privileged by rights
it retains on the basis of heredity and hypocrisy.

Encourage both the newcomers and native-born stock to
edge ever closer to the welfare trough. Promote the
overloading of society's institutions and infrastructure
with indigents, domestic and imported alike, to promote
class and ethnic strife, resource depletion, the wear and
tear of infrastructure, and environmental degradation.
These things will further the instability needed for the
society to collapse.

It will be a world of "Do as I say, not as I do," in which
everyone is theoretically equal, but where in reality some
are vastly more equal than others, just as George Orwell
prophesied. (END)

( Look for Part 3 in the next issue )
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STATEMENT BY THE COFCC REGARDING THE DYLANN ROOF CASE:
By The CofCC Executive Board
Now that all phases of the Dylann Roof trial are over, it is
appropriate for the Council of Conservative Citizens to
comment on the tragic massacre in Charleston in 2015,
and the role the Corrupt Leftist Media played in willfully
misreporting that tragedy.

We are no more responsible for the actions of Dylann
Roof than actress Jodie Foster was responsible for John
Hinckley’s attempted assassination of President Reagan
back in 1981. (In his fevered mind – and owing to the
poisonous opposition to Mr. Reagan cultivated by the
Corrupt leftist Media – John Hinckley assumed he could
impress Jodie Foster with what would be perceived as
his "heroic" actions.)

Once again, the Corrupt Leftist Media demonstrated that
its dishonesty rivals that of PRAVDA or TASS during the
Cold War era, by promoting its phony narrative accusing
the CofCC of responsibility for Dylann Roof's horrifically
misguided actions.

The Corrupt Leftist Media’s narrative demonstrates how
perversely dishonest its practitioners truly are: If the accuracy of our reportage renders the CofCC culpable for
telling the truth, then the systemic dishonesty of the Corrupt Leftist Media ought to permanently immunize it...

In his "Manifesto," Roof credited the CofCC's website for
his knowledge of black-on-white violent crime: Hence,
the Corrupt Leftist Media immediately seized on our accurate reportage of such crimes to accuse us of inspiring
this sad young man to commit mass murder.

In Roof's own words, it was the bias and dishonesty of
the Corrupt Leftist Media’s reportage of black-on-white
violent crime that inspired his horrendous and misguided actions. Roof was outraged by the disparity between
the CofCC's accurate reportage and what he correctly
recognized as the Corrupt Leftist Media's very different
and dishonest treatment of the same news stories.

Dylann Roof was certainly INFORMED by our website:
The CofCC website is perhaps one of six in the universe
that accurately and honestly report incidents of blackon-white violent crime, and in particular, those seemingly endless incidents involving black-on-white murder.
The CofCC’s reportage of these crimes is essential, because the Corrupt Leftist Media either “spike” such stories, or intentionally obscure the race of black offenders
in its news accounts. Indeed, at its 2009 National Convention in Indianapolis, the misnamed “Society of Professional Journalists” even adopted this tactic as a FORMAL
POLICY!

The CofCC does not advocate illegal activities of any kind,
and never has. In fact, the CofCC has always scrupulously
observed the law, even while our Marxist enemies have
routinely and flagrantly violated it through massive voter
fraud and even death threats and aggravated assaults
against us.
The honesty and law-abiding nature of our membership
compares favorably with that of ANY group, particularly
the pathological liars of the Marxist Left, and their cheerleaders and PR firms within the Corrupt Leftist Media.
(END)

The CofCC is hardly responsible for this sad young man’s
misguided acts merely because he gleaned accurate information from our website. For the Corrupt Leftist Media and other leftists to suggest otherwise is why their
efforts are universally recognized as dishonest, biased,
and contemptible examples of Soviet-style
"disinformation."
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SURVIVING A CORRUPT LEFTIST MEDIA FEEDING FRENZY
WHEN YOU ARE THE ENTRÉE
By Earl Holt III
We owe the Corrupt Leftist Media (CLM) absolutely
NOTHING in terms of access to us. What we believe or
say is OUR business – not theirs – and we are not obligated to explain anything to them, ever.

want to exploit their alleged right of access to you as
members of the “Fourth Estate.”
They want to get you “on camera,” and ask you about
the CofCC’s policy concerning miscegenation, or the time
you (or I) got angry and made some intemperate remark
in response to a vicious black-on-white murder. (Of
course, they will publish your remarks out of context, and
NEVER mention the details of the savagery that prompted your response…)

This was my rationale for refusing interviews with the
entire CLM when they showed up at my front door following the tragedy in Charleston: They already had their
fraudulent narrative -- that the CofCC website’s crime
reportage was the cause of Dylann Roof’s senseless mass
-murders in Charleston -- and nothing I could have said
would deter them.

The best way to deal with the controversy is to take your
phone off the hook, ignore the TV and radio news, and
watch Turner Classic Movies or read a book. It is a mistake to get caught up in the Corrupt Leftist Media’s feeding frenzy.

The ONLY hope we have of getting our message out in
such a situation is to bypass the CLM, and post a press
release or statement on our website, or on the websites
of other, friendly organizations.

One can still communicate via e-mail, but try to avoid
conversations about the CLM feeding frenzy. Try to be
supportive, and talk about other matters than the raging
hurricane. “Gallows humor” usually solicits a good laugh.

This is a great opportunity to take as many shots at the
Corrupt Leftist Media as possible, in order to illustrate
their outright dishonesty, bias and dishonest approach to
“journalism.”

Eventually, it will blow over, and you will be stronger for
the experience. You will be “tempered,” because you
survived the ordeal, much like Tom Wolfe’s hero in “A
Bonfire of the Vanities.”

Comparing the CLM to TASS or PRAVDA during the Cold
War era is a good idea: Comparing them to Walter
Duranty is even better, although most Marxists have allowed that name to disappear conveniently down their
collective memory hole…

You will also be more dangerous to the CLM, because
you have shown them that you are not in awe of them,
and are willing to engage them, and continue to be a
thorn in their side.

Such a statement cannot be completely ignored by the
CLM – although many will be perfectly willing to try –
since to ignore such a statement allows competing members of the CLM to “scoop” those who “spike” it. This
may be the best way we can get our response out, successfully.

I have been through this kind of thing many times, before, and like the Corleones in “The Godfather” -- when
Sonny retaliated by hitting the Tataglias after their
attempt to assassinate his father -- I am a veteran of
“going to the mattresses.” (END)

No matter how sincere or how friendly the CLM appear
to be, they are calling you because they smell blood and
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Another privilege is that of paying property taxes to support the local public schools, whose black students are
about as interested in learning as they are in sexual abstinence. It’s an added bonus to see your bright but undersized kid get rolled for his lunch money by thuggish 19
year-old sophomores.
One privilege that gets far too little publicity is the privilege of paying taxes to a hostile federal government in
order to feed, house, clothe, educate and provide health
care for the 80% of the black population which is totally
addicted to welfare in all its varied forms, and which
would be stacked along the highways like chord-wood
without white subsidization.

Submit Letters directly to the Editor:
Mr. Sid Secular
PO Box 246
Jefferson, MD 21755
or by email at: success_express@yahoo.com

It is also a unique privilege enjoyed by whites to occasionally lose one’s way, and suddenly find oneself surrounded by a pack of savage and snarling beasts with
violent intentions, much like a Tarzan film.

WHITE SKIN “PRIVILEGE”
Recently, there’s been a great deal of soul-searching on
college campuses surrounding the issue of “white skin
privilege.” At many of our so-called “institutions of higher
learning,” Cultural Marxists routinely humiliate white
students by forcing them to attend “reeducation camps,”
or else wear some visible indication of their “white guilt.”

Another privilege given little consideration involves the
enormous costs associated with so-called “higher education.”

There should be no question that whites DO get to experience certain privileges that few others have an opportunity to experience.

Here, white parents and students have the privilege of
going into hock for decades in order to pay not only their
own tuition expenses, but also those of black
“scholarship” recipients, and the salaries of black faculty
members with all the erudition of an Al Sharpton or Maxine Waters.

For example, those who have the privilege of living in
what are euphemistically called “changing neighborhoods” are quickly introduced to the soothing lyrics of
every new “rap” song – played at 150 decibels – courtesy
of just about every driver “of color” under the age of 25.

It is also a privilege, unique to white people, to be able to
helplessly watch as blacks with far less work ethic, far
lower scores, far less aptitude and much lower I.Q.s are
hired or promoted first.

Likewise, whites have the privilege of seeing the equity in
their homes evaporate with each black family that moves
into the neighborhood. Soon thereafter, they have the
added privilege of seeing their homes, vehicles and belongings become a target for theft and vandalism by a
host of black teens.

(Continued on page 24)

This Letters-To-The-Editor feature allows you the opportunity to share your opinions, feelings, and recommendations for action
regarding the political and cultural issues of the day with members and like-minded readers. You can use this opportunity to just
"blow off steam" as long as it is done in an intelligent, tasteful way. Letters are sometimes edited for clarity and completeness for
the benefit of readers. You can address articles, letters-to the-editor, and features that have previously appeared in The CITIZENS
INFORMER. A lively back and forth "give and take" dialogue among letter and article writers is encouraged. We encourage you
to sign your article with your real name, city and state, but you may use initials or a pen name if doing so puts you or your family at
any risk. (Clever and creative ones are appreciated.)
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The entire set of insane, unlawful, and unacceptable current practices such as anchor babies, chain migration,
visa lotteries, sanctuary city designations, and the whole
panoply of fiendish, nonsensical, and unconstitutional
features that allow foreign and hostile cultures to overtake America must be abruptly terminated.

LETTERS (Continued from page 23)

All those cowardly and simpering “educators” are correct: White skin privilege DOES exist, and BY GOD we
need to do something about it and soon…
K. Fordyce,
Brandon, MS

If we blow this opportunity, it will all be over, and there
will be no further opportunity to retrace our steps and
correct the situation. The Electoral College will no longer
offer any salvation.

A FED-UP WORKING CLASS
The White working class people of the "flyover" interior
states are viscerally tired of the lousy, deteriorated economy imposed upon them by the transfer of the stable,
well-paying manufacturing jobs they once had to the second and third world countries. They are beyond tired of
being collectively labeled racist, homophobic, ignorant,
etc. The great majority are none of these things.

Useful tools that I employ include distribution of CofCC
and patriotic literature including The Citizens Informer,
and the publicizing of the greatly improved CofCC website, www.cofcc.us.
George Bernard Van Haven,
Omaha, NE

In my humble opinion, the oligarchy, the communists,
and the leaders of the assorted minorities have exaggerated what prejudices do exist and have blamed these
things on White Americans. Thus, the ascendancy of Donald J. Trump.

VIOLENCE AND MISBEHAVIOR
SHOULD NOT BE TOLERATED
Logic was never a strong suit of today's Liberals. Whenever they even engage in an exchange of views, they invariably contradict themselves or come out looking silly.
They don't even care how illogical and stupid-sounding
they are as long as they feel they have the supposed
moral high ground on an issue, or "feel good" about what
they spout. Now they've descended into pure anarchy,
violence and insanity and full bore Ad Hominem and
physical attacks with no appeal to reason at all. The Black
Lives Matter moronity and mass misbehavior is one such
example. We should not even think in terms of logic and
reason when examining their shenanigans. The only solution is to forcefully crack down on their unlawfulness and
not tolerate their intolerance.

I, for one refuse to take on any kind of guilt trip for things
I haven't done or feelings I do not have, When I see I am
wrong about something, I do my utmost to man-up and
make amends.
Michael Lenches,
Tucson, AZ

THE TRUMP BUMP
We were saved by the Electoral College THIS TIME! The
thoroughly objectionable opponent received the voter
fraud inflated popular vote, but Donald Trump was elected.

Ralph MacIvor,
Baltimore, MD

We have been given a window of opportunity from God
to try to save the race, and it may last only two years;
Donald Trump will still be President, but Republicans
could lose control of Congress.

SUPPORT THE THIN BLUE LINE
The anti-police crowd recently lost several high-publicity
cases: Officers charged in the Michael Brown, Freddie
Grey and Trayvon Martin cases (the Trayvon Martin case
actually involved a neighborhood watch officer, not a
police officer). Almost inevitably, these types of cases
lead to a destruction of police morale and reduced polic-

Take advantage of this opportunity by contacting your
elected officials to persistently demand abrogation of
the1965 Immigration Act, demanding a moratorium on
all immigration until a sane and sensible immigration system can be developed and approved.

(Continued on page 25)
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They essentially contribute their seven-figure salaries to
the charities they serve, and don't appear to seek any
recognition of any kind.

LETTERS (Continued from page 24)

ing, resulting in a rise in crime. A police officer has been
indicted in the controversial shooting of Philando Castile,
but as in prior cases, an indictment does not mean a conviction. What we do know is that the police are "damned
if they do, and damned if they don't". You need to support your local police, and keep them independent from
outside interference, especially federal control.

Those of us who can afford to do so should certainly support their worthy charities.
Jacob Marley,
DeSoto, MO

David Hammer,
The Bronx, NY

TRUE MEANING OF THE MLK HOLIDAY
While nearly all of you older readers know the truth
about Martin Luther King, Jr., some of you younger or
newer readers may not.

CHARITY AT THE TOP
Around Christmas, I consulted Charity Navigator’s
ratings of Shriner’s Hospital for Crippled Children. This
website has a great deal of valuable information, and
even includes data on the amount of compensation paid
to top officers of each charity it rates.

It is important to remember that the Left and the traitorous establishment stole George Washington's Birthday
holiday away from us, transforming it into President's
Day. On a day meant to honor the father of our country
and our founding heritage, we are now honoring alsorans and defectives like Bill Clinton, LBJ, Jimmy Carter,
and the traitorous Obama.

As I scanned the site’s ratings for Shriner’s, I was
awestruck by the level of compensation paid to its President, a Mr. Douglas Maxwell: The man receives the paltry sum of $18,000 per year in compensation!

In the same vein, we place Martin L. King, Jr. on the same
plane as any of our presidents and even higher, elevating
him to martyr or Christ-like status. What's wrong with
that? Everything!

At a time when most CEOs or Chairmen in that industry
receive compensation between $500,000 and
$1,000,000 per year, Mr. Maxwell receives just a little
more than the Minimum Wage. His work is clearly a
“labor of love,” and he would probably work for nothing
if they let him.

King was a thoroughly immoral and detestable man. He
plagiarized much of what he ever said or wrote, including
his doctoral dissertation (which was excused by his instructor and the powers-that-be).

I was even MORE astonished, when I examined the
ratings for the Disabled American Veterans: The National
Chairman of the DAV – Mr. Richard E. Marbes -- refuses
to accept ANY COMPENSATION, whatsoever!

He also affiliated with the avowed enemies of freedom.
There is a famous photo of King with several top Communist officials at the Highlander School, a training
ground for Communist subversion. He and his followers
encouraged violence while claiming to promote peaceful
change.

This got me to thinking: We are only too familiar with
leftist phonies who give lip-service to “serving their fellow man,” but always opt to use other people’s money
to do so.

If he were truly a hero and had good intentions, why did
a liberal judge have to seal the FBI file on King until 2027,
almost 60 years after his death, unless there was much
to hide in that file?

Liberals and other Marxists have made this an art-form:
When it comes to philanthropy, they rarely have any
"skin in the game," but never shy away from accepting
accolades for their “generous” and "humanitarian" gestures.

What about the people's right to know?
David Hammer, The Bronx, NY

Mr. Maxwell and Mr. Marbes couldn’t be more different:

(Continued on page 26)
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family members have to join the workforce to support
their families.

LETTERS (Continued from page 25)

TARIFFS: GOOD OR BAD?
Sometimes you merely have to see how your enemies
feel about a policy, idea, or proposition to know what the
correct solution or policy is for you to follow--it would be
an opposing or opposite course of action.

These developments have taken a toll in such countries
as Germany and Japan where birthrates are far below
replacement levels, causing their cultures to wither as
their populations age; and taxpayers, especially younger
workers, are overburdened.

I believe this is the case on the subject of whether protectionist tariffs are good or bad for the nation or the
White race, which should represent the nation. There is
debate amongst nationalists on this subject, but no conclusive stance is ever agreed upon to the point where an
action program is adopted.

The article's author merely states, "Tariffs are bad for a
country's economic development because they 'coddle'
farmers and encourage them to have more children".
Does the author just plain hate children in order to make
such a statement?
A race is born in the country, where folks marry early and
have lots of kids. A race dies in the city, where people
often go unmarried and have few or no children.

If we examine the "arguments" of our enemies on this
subject, I think we can adopt an answer we can be confident in. An illogical article in "The Economist", an internationally oriented weekly newsmagazine of long standing
affiliated with the Rothschild influenced School of Economics should lay this matter to rest. The article entitled,
"The Toll of Tariffs: Agriculture and Demography" can be
found on page 63 of the April 16th, 2016 issue.

Included with the subject article is a painting that shows
women working around a haystack. The caption below it
says, "Too much rolling in the hay".
"Not enough" is my reply.

Perversely and weirdly, the anonymous author argues
that tariffs are BAD because they increase the fertility of
the rural population, as if we need to put a lid on the
number of "rubes" allowed to proliferate in society as a
matter of policy. He/she/it admits that tariffs on agricultural goods result in higher domestic food prices and increased wages for agricultural workers. An obvious benefit, of course, is that domestic output is increased at the
expense of foreign imports, which is not mentioned in
the article.

Jonathon Haynes,
Joliet, IL

POLITICALLY CORRECT AMERICA
BECOMING INSANE ASYLUM
The political correctness madness and mania, overweening and overbearing, is like a mental fog seeping into all
corners of the land, stifling all rational thinking and normal behavior.
Just last Sunday after church services, a Sunday school
teacher at the church very harshly and angrily berated
me because he had observed that just before the church
service I had moved from the pew I was sitting in because
some Black people had entered and sat in the pew in
front of mine. He observed that I moved to sit with some
White people because I felt more comfortable sitting
among them. I informed him that it was my prerogative
to select where I sit and with whom. Nevertheless, he
refused to listen to me any further and told me to
"repent" and never speak to him again. Then he walked
off.

The increased wages allow for the rural sector of the
population to have more children, which is especially important to farmers because these children usually lend a
hand in the farm work without having to be paid wages
therefor.
The author incomprehensively argues that such a development is contrary to "economic development" without
explanation. Apparently the author equates importing
foreign guest, seasonal, or even permanent workers with
economic "development", even though such practices
reduce wages and create unemployment for the native
workers. This feeds indirectly into the feminist meme/
movement because more native mothers and female

(Continued on page 27)
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VETTING PROBLEM SOLVED

LETTERS (Continued from page 26)

"Refugees" and others aspiring to enter or live in the
United States should be required to sign a sworn statement that they abjure any religious teaching requiring
them to attempt to forcibly convert anyone to the Islamic
or other Faith, or do them harm if they resist. The statement should be accompanied by a photo and fingerprints
and will be entered into a publicly available documentary
record. The applicant can refer to his statement if he
travels to and from the US frequently so the procedure
doesn't have to be repeated. The sworn statement would
have to be renewed in 10 years if the aspirant hasn't become a US citizen by then. Most Muslims would likely
refuse to make such a public statement on the grounds
that it would make them infidels, thus creating a selfvetting procedure.

Where does this PC madness end? To what extent does it
reach or go? Here are some off-the-wall hypothetical examples that aren't so insane after all when you live in an
insane environment. Does PC "philosophy" mean that in
my own home I have to watch the Black Entertainment
Network when watching TV? Do I have to keep looking at
the faces of Black people when shown on the screen instead of looking away from them as I am used to doing?
On two separate vacations I visited the island nation of
Iceland because it is the only fully White country remaining. Will I no longer be allowed to visit another country
for my own reasons without having to get the approval of
a cultural commissar?
Walter Sieruk
Harrisburg, PA

Ray Dively
Baden, PA

EXCEPTIONAL AMERICANISM
by Earl Holt III
As I write this, mere weeks after the 75th Anniversary of
the Japanese surprise attack on Pearl Harbor, I am struck
by several concerns about the demise of history education in the United States.

Like most Americans, Doolittle was outraged by the
attack and loss of American life and, as any true leader
would, he immediately set about to plan an appropriate
response: He petitioned “Hap” Arnold at Army Air Corps
Headquarters with a plan of his own conception to attack
the Japanese mainland from carrier-launched bombers,
and retaliate for their attack on Pearl Harbor.

How many of today’s high school graduates know the
date of the Pearl Harbor attack, or could give a reasonably accurate description of the event and its significance?
How many college graduates within the past 20 years
could do much better?

For several months, and under intense security precautions, Doolittle and 79 other volunteers practiced exceptionally short take-offs in B-25 Mitchell bombers in order
to simulate aircraft carrier launches. Their objective was
to attack the Japanese cities of Tokyo, Osaka, Kobe and
Nagoya, and do so from the deck of an aircraft carrier.

Perhaps the most egregious oversight in today’s high
school history curricula is the almost universal failure to
teach students about America’s response to the attack on
Pearl Harbor and, in so doing, introduce students to an
unimaginable feat of heroism by a true American patriot,
Lt. Gen. James H. Doolittle.

To its 80 volunteers, the prospect of surviving their raid
was bleak: To enter Japanese waters and launch medium
bombers from an aircraft carrier deck -- then fly several
hundred miles to drop their bomb-load and then “ditch”
their planes, in Manchuria -- offered the prospect of almost certain death or, at very least capture and torture
at the hands of the Japanese.

After the attack on Pearl Harbor, America was reeling
from the onslaught and our prospects seemed bleak: In
addition to 2,400 dead, a large number of battleships and
fighter aircraft were damaged or lost in the attack, dramatically reducing our ability to respond to Japan’s sneak
attack and its aggressive designs in the Pacific Theater.

(Continued on page 28)
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Exceptional Americanism (Continued from page 27)

It is almost impossible, 75 years later, to convey the
boost in morale and sense of triumph the Doolittle Raid
gave the American People so soon after the disaster of
Pearl Harbor!

The raid did not go as planned: The aircraft carrier Hornet
and its task force were detected by Japanese vessels several hundred miles short of their planned launch site.
This necessitated an earlier launch, making the raid even
riskier, since the fuel capacity of the B-25 was deemed
insufficient to reach Manchuria with several hundred additional miles added to the mission.

Instead of wringing their hands and bemoaning our fate,
these brave men set about to avenge the Japanese sneak
attack, and did so at the very heart of Imperial Japan.
After word of his raid had been released, Jimmie Doolittle
probably had greater name recognition among the American People than either Ted Williams or Joe DiMaggio.

They launched on the 18th of April, 1942, the anniversary
of Paul Revere’s ride. The sixteen crews experienced surprisingly little anti-aircraft fire, and most succeeded in
dropping their bomb-loads over their intended targets.
As it turned out, their fears of having insufficient fuel capacity were justified, and every crew which was not shot
down by Anti-Aircraft fire eventually had to “ditch” over
China or Russia, short of their designated landing site.

Despite his fears, instead of a Court-Martial, Jimmie Doolittle received the Congressional Medal of Honor, the nation’s highest military award, which read as follows:
"For conspicuous leadership above and beyond the call
of duty, involving personal valor and intrepidity at an
extreme hazard to life. With the apparent certainty of
being forced to land in enemy territory or to perish at
sea, Lt. Col. Doolittle personally led a squadron of Army
bombers, manned by volunteer crews, in a highly destructive raid on the Japanese mainland."

Doolittle not only became separated from his entire
squadron, he even became separated from his crew after
bailing out over a rice paddy near Chu Chow. He spent his
first night in Manchuria in a farmer’s shack, profoundly
discouraged and depressed, fearing that the raid had
been a failure and fearing that he might be Courtmartialed.

God Bless him: He was a Man among Men, and we may
not look upon his likes again… (END)

American Freedom Party
Looking for Candidates!

The fight for our country did not end on November 8th, 2016. The only way to prevail is to
stay engaged. Keep it up, don't let our opponents steal victory from us.
AFP played a crucial role in helping to get Donald Trump elected as our 45th President.
First and foremost, we arranged well over a million robocalls on his behalf in various states
throughout the country.
We are going to promote the Party and Nationalism to a new level during 2017. In short, we
are looking for members and interested followers to run for public office in every State and
County. There are many local offices up for election in 2017.

Contact us! at (213) 621-3000. Join us! $25.00 per year. Visit us online.

American Freedom Party
2753 Broadway, Suite 245
New York, NY 10025

www.TheAmericanFreedomParty.us
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YOU WANT EVIDENCE OF VOTER FRAUD?
By Earl Holt III
Massive black voter fraud probably stole the hotlycontested 1991 St. Louis School Board Election from conservative reform candidates sponsored by the CofCC,
who were poised to win a majority on the Board and end
its desegregation program. This is a matter of public record.

For example, the militant immigration group Mi Familia
Vota (“My Family Votes”) aggressively pursued voter registration canvassing in “swing states” Virginia and Pennsylvania prior to the November 2016 Election. This was
done in an attempt to use newly registered but illegal
Latino voters to “tip” the outcome in these states.

Our cries of foul were laughed at by the Corrupt Leftist
Media in St. Louis –- particularly the hyenas at the ST.
LOUIS POST-DISPATCH -- just as President Trump’s claims
of widespread voter fraud received the same reaction
from these usual suspects.

Soon after the November General Election, the Public
Interest Law Foundation (PILF) uncovered thousands of
non-citizens registered to vote in both Virginia and Pennsylvania, thanks to the federal Motor Voter law. Not surprisingly, the Commissioner of the Virginia Department
of Elections ordered Virginia’s local election officials “not
to respond to (PILF’s) requests for records pertaining to
non-citizen voters.”

Six months later –- but too late to reverse the election -an audit was conducted by a handwriting expert retained
by the St. Louis Board of Election Commissioners. This
audit proved conclusively that untold thousands of illegal
votes were cast by black election officials in predominately black north St. Louis.

In Pennsylvania, meanwhile, election officials were so
incompetent and ineffectual that they ignored a wave of
requests by non-citizens to be removed from Pennsylvania Voter Rolls: These were individuals who were involuntarily registered to vote without their knowledge or
consent, and who wished to be removed from voter rolls.

In fact, four or five black Election Judges actually confessed under oath to the F.B.I. that they had forged the
signatures of voters who never appeared at the polls.
Owing to cowardice and betrayal by the first Bush Administration, there were never any indictments issued by
his "Justice" Department.

Secondly, the virulence of the opposition by the DNC,
Obama “Justice” Department, and the ACLU to state Photo I.D. Requirements is strong prima facia evidence that
voter fraud is an important electoral strategy of the New
Marxist Party,” and state Photo I.D. requirements hinder
such a strategy.

INFERENTIAL EVIDENCE
Massive Voter Fraud occurs regularly in this country in
important elections. It is exclusively an election strategy
of the New Marxist Party (mistakenly referred to as
“Democrats,”) and 99% of its practitioners are minorities.
There are four basic phenomena suggesting this is to be
the case.

Common sense would suggest that anyone concerned
about the integrity of elections ought to be willing to endorse any reasonable safeguards to ensure fairness.
Providing Photo I.D.s is such a common practice in the
U.S. that the left’s claims of “disenfranchisement” are
nothing but lies and everyone knows it, particularly those
parroting the argument.

The first is the aggressiveness of the DNC and every other
Marxist group in pursuing Voter Registration. They go to
enormous lengths and expense to register everyone they
can find, because they must first register a voter in order
to illegally “vote” that person in subsequent elections.

Third, the outrage expressed by the Corrupt Leftist Media
and the DNC at President Trump’s plan to investigate voter fraud is a clear indication there’s plenty to hide, and
that they greatly fear having their fraudulent electoral
(Continued on page 30)
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In November of 2016, a Federal Appeals Court –- the
henchmen of the “Political Class” -- struck down the Kansas law, and Kobach was forced to sign an agreement
with the ACLU allowing more than 18,000 motor-voter
registrants to cast ballots this November while this absurd litigation continues.

Voter Fraud (Continued from page 29)

strategies exposed to the public. They may be equally
fearful of seeing their illegal activities exposed to federal
and state law enforcement agencies.
Fourth, the proliferation of state laws stemming from socalled “Motor-Voter Registration” in many heavilyDemocrat states is also an indication of their desire to
make voter fraud as widespread and as easily accessible
as possible.

Last year, investigative journalist extraordinaire James
O’Keefe and his Project Veritas team exposed the corruption of North Carolina political operatives, who were
filmed encouraging people to vote even after they confessed to being non-citizens.

Two years after the implementation of California’s AB 60
on Jan. 1, 2015, an estimated 806,000 illegal aliens received driver’s licenses, according to the California Department of Motor Vehicles. According to the DMV,
about 14,000 of these licenses were issued in November
of 2016 alone.

A nonpartisan 2014 study of Virginia Elections from Old
Dominion University concluded “that 6.4 percent of noncitizens voted in 2008 and 2.2 percent of non-citizens
voted in 2010.” (The disparity may reflect the difference
between a Presidential Election and an “off-year” election.)

CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE
Like their allies in the Corrupt Leftist Media, the ACLU
and Obama “Justice” Department conveniently pretend
there is no hard evidence of voter fraud. Thanks to the
efforts of these systemically corrupt entities, voter-ID
laws were struck down in Texas, Wisconsin, and North
Carolina.

Like the dog that didn’t bark in the Sherlock Holmes mystery, it is not a coincidence that the Corrupt Leftist Media
intentionally and conveniently overlook all the corroborating evidence we already have illustrating nationwide
voter fraud on a massive scale. Voter fraud is an "inside
job," as well!

A former Justice Department election lawyer in the
Voting Rights Section, J. Christian Adams, has exposed
the treacherous assaults at every level of our election
process by traitorous groups funded by Jewish Marxist
and billionaire, George Soros.

For example, former Colorado secretary of state Scott
Gessler identified nearly 5,000 non-citizens who voted in
Colorado’s 2010 general election. Moreover, Gessler’s
office found that these 5,000 were among more than
12,000 illegally registered voters, statewide.

Soros’ subversion of fair and honest elections includes
funding to oppose citizenship verification, as well as support for automatic voter registration of welfare recipients
without verification checks. The Soros groups have also
fought for massively expanding foreign-language ballots,
and led efforts to oppose eligibility instructions on voterregistration forms.

The corrupt and dishonest left attacked Gessler for daring
to investigate the eligibility of Colorado Voters because
they oppose any effort to protect Colorado Elections by
verifying citizenship. Those on the left subscribe to an
ideology that makes lying an “art form,” so it didn’t
matter to them that Gessler was sworn to uphold the
integrity of Colorado’s Laws, among which are its Voter
Eligibility Laws.

Recently, Old Dominion University released a study which
drew on data from a consortium of universities. This
study concluded that there were about 1.28 million illegal votes cast by non-citizens in the November Presidential Election, and more than 800,000 of them went to
Hillary Clinton.

Another defender of honest elections is Kansas Secretary
of State, Kris Kobach, who fought in court for the authority of Kansas Election Officials to demand citizenship documents from those who register to vote at motor vehicle
offices.

(Continued on page 31)
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dence of “double voters,” uncovered by data researcher
Voter Registration Data Crosscheck.

Voter Fraud (Continued from page 30)

Their data suggest that 6.4% of an estimated 20 million
adult non-citizens voted in the November Election and
that 834,000 of these illegal votes went to Clinton. The
study’s conclusions clearly err on the side of caution.

In early January of 2017, allegations of voter fraud in Tarrant County, Texas, initiated an investigation by the State
of Texas. The resulting lawsuit focuses on mail-in ballots,
which allow people to vote from their homes without any
ID or verification of identity. Texas officials are concerned
that this form of Absentee Ballot encourages so-called
“vote-harvesting,” a practice in which political operatives
act as surrogates and vote for others without their permission.

The assumption that Donald Trump received 35% of the
votes of non-citizens is very difficult to accept. It’s nearly
unimaginable that so many non-citizens voted for Mr.
Trump, who had vowed on the campaign trail to implement some of the most radical anti-immigration policies
in more than 50 years.

According to a local NBC affiliate, Indiana State Police are
in the midst of a statewide investigation into possible
voter registration fraud. “Police believe there could be
hundreds of fraudulent voter registration records with
different combinations of made up names and addresses with people’s real information,” NBC 12 reported. 56
Counties are under investigation, thus far.

While this pioneering study is on the right track, it has
merely scratched the surface of organized voter fraud,
and thorough investigations by the Justice Department
and Congress -- using their subpoena power -- are clearly
warranted.

ILLEGALS ARE THE KEY
THE LEFT KNOWS WHAT'S INVOLVED
While evidence of dead people voting is somewhat entertaining, it is not a common practice because it’s too simple for Election Authorities to cross-reference Voter Rolls
with any state’s Vital Statistics. However, a Colorado
woman named Sara Sosa did manage to vote in 2010,
2011, 2012 and 2013 despite having died in 2009. Her
husband was also able to vote from the grave.

The Corrupt Leftist Media could not fail to understand
just how extensive U.S. voter fraud really is, but have
adopted the strategy of denying any such phenomenon
exists. Rather than summarily dismissing its existence,
they should be asking how extensive it actually is.
Like its 50-year denial of Soviet infiltration of the Roosevelt and Truman Administrations, the Corrupt Leftist Media understand the stakes involved, and will continue to
deny the obvious truth, long after it has been proved
conclusively. This is only to be expected from the cheerleaders and PR flacks of the New Marxist Party.

Of greater concern is the registering of illegal aliens, who
have already demonstrated their contempt for law just
by residing here.
A study by the Public Interest Legal Foundation found
1,046 non-citizens managed to register to vote in a mere
eight Virginia counties. These individuals were only
caught because they self-reported their immigration status when renewing their state Drivers Licenses. Moreover, this PILF study does not even include the metropolitan areas of Fairfax County and Arlington.

If the American People ever become sufficiently aware of
the extent of the New Marxist Party’s massive and nationwide voter fraud strategy, we might see a political
realignment that would permanently destroy the power
and influence of all Marxists, as well as that of their
cheerleaders and PR flacks in the Corrupt Leftist Media.
(END)

Last year, Pennsylvania’s secretary of state conceded
that more than 43,000 Pennsylvania voters are simultaneously registered in other states, and 700 may have cast
multiple ballots in recent elections. However, she claims
she is powerless to investigate or prosecute such evi-

(Mr. Holt served on the St. Louis School Board from
1989 to 1993.)
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CORRUPT LEFTIST MEDIA BIAS: CASE CLOSED
By Earl Holt III
Thanks to Wiki Leaks, we now know that Donna Brazile
divulged debate questions to Hillary Clinton prior to the
2016 Presidential Debates, while working for CNN, the
Communist News Network. No one with a brain should
be surprised.

As Josef Goebbels, the NAZI Minister of Propaganda stated, “If you tell a lie big enough and keep repeating it,
people will eventually come to believe it…”

For decades, every conservative in the U.S. has recognized the incestuous relationship between the New
Marxist Party (wrongly referred to as “Democrats”) and
the Corrupt Leftist Media (wrongly referred to as the
“news media.”)

The Corrupt Leftist Media’s treatment of Trump’s reception at the Army & Navy Game was instructive, and identical to their routine coverage of every conservative or
“Alt-Right” organization. Consider their coverage of the
National Policy Institute’s (NPI) conference in midNovember, where several of those attending were violently assaulted by masked and communist street thugs.

The Corrupt Leftist Media have been the cheerleaders
and PR flacks for every Marxist enthusiasm for 60 years.
They even publicly acknowledged their own dishonesty in
2009, when the misnamed “Society of Professional Journalists” adopted a Formal Policy to censor race from
news reports involving black-on-white murders.

These assaults against NPI attendees by leftist trash were
“spiked” by the Corrupt Leftist Media: Instead, they
chose to focus their coverage exclusively on the antics of
a tiny number of idiots who gave NAZI salutes to news
organizations filming the convention’s conclusion.

This is an example of how the Corrupt Leftist Media engages in a “filtering” of the news to censor facts or evidence that undermine their “pet” narratives. Meanwhile, they frenziedly promote any communist, Muslim,
homo, illegal immigrant, nigro or Zionist enthusiasm to
come down the turnpike.

The NPI suspects that those giving NAZI-salutes were
“agent provocateurs” of the left, who engaged in such
antics solely to discredit the NPI, while knowing perfectly
well that such antics would be the Corrupt Leftist Media’s
sole focus when reporting on the conference.
Likewise, the Corrupt Leftist Media was recently engaged
in a “feeding frenzy” designed to discredit Donald
Trump’s election: This they attempted to do by employing laughable claims that anonymous Russians were responsible for exposing sensitive and embarrassing DNC
and Clinton Campaign e-mails. Although highly unlikely, if
this turns out to be true, it proves three things conclusively:

For instance, Donald Trump attended the 2016 Army &
Navy Football Game on December 10th. The PresidentElect received a standing ovation from nearly the entire
crowd of 75,000 people attending the game.
Rather than accurately report Mr. Trump’s enthusiastic
reception by America’s military “brass” and their families,
the Corrupt Leftist Media focused instead on the tiny collection of leftist rabble protesting against Trump outside
the stadium.

First, it proves that Hillary and the so-called “Democrat”
Party have swung too far left even for Vladimir Putin, a
former KGB Colonel under the old Soviet System; And
secondly, it proves that the American people receive
more honest and objective news reportage from anonymous Russian “hackers” than from the Corrupt Leftist
Media.

By itself, the dishonest reportage of Trump’s reception
at the game is not significant: However, hundreds of
similar efforts to slant the news on a daily basis have
the net effect of framing a very distorted image of the
world for those dumb enough to rely exclusively upon
an industry that no longer even bothers to hide its bias
and distortions.

(Continued on page 33)
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These were the same kinds of political tricks that the
Clinton Organized Crime Family has made an “art form”:
The difference is that the Clintons have done so with impunity and the tacit approval of the Corrupt Leftist Media, in contrast to the drumbeat the Corrupt Leftist Media maintained until Nixon was finally driven from office
and forced to resign.

Media Bias (Continued from page 32)

It also proves that anonymous Russian “hackers” are
more concerned about preserving America than our Corrupt Leftist Media are, and were horrified at the prospect
of a second pathological liar, Marxist and organized crime
figure occupying the White House at such dangerous
times as these.

Any Nixon “Dirty Tricks” pale in comparison to the Clintons scrutinizing the FBI Files of 1,000 prominent Republican officeholders: This they did in a criminal attempt to
find “dirt” they could use against their Republican opposition, probably with the intention of blackmailing
them.

The fact is, there’s no evidence whatsoever that the Russians were involved. This is a contrived and “fake” news
story, designed to tarnish the election of Donald Trump
and attempt to hamstring his agenda before he ever
takes office. These traitors fear that Trump may very well
“drain the swamp” of Washington cronyism and corruption, which the Corrupt Leftist Media have helped “fill”
for those who pay them homage.

The Corrupt Leftist Media yawned at this story, so it retained little “traction” and disappeared immediately.
However, this incident may very well explain the bewildering and utter uselessness of certain Republican
office-holders, whose behavior routinely indicates they
have been “compromised” by the contents of those FBI
Files. (http://www.wnd.com/1999/ 08/3784/)

They orchestrated this same Greek Chorus against
Ronald Reagan in 1980. Their vitriol toward President
Reagan was so frenzied, it inspired John Hinckley’s assassination attempt against Mr. Reagan. In Hinckley’s fevered mind, he assumed that he would appear “heroic”
to actress Jodie Foster and the rest of America.

I have always suspected that the New Marxist Party has
the “goods” on both John McCain (R-AZ) and Lindsey Graham (R-SC,) both of whom are routinely trotted out to
oppose any Republican initiative with real merit. I have
no idea what they have on McCain (besides mental illness,) but it’s easy to deduce what they have on Graham,
who has never been married and never will be…(Ahem!)

It is no coincidence that a lunatic and the Corrupt Leftist
Media were of the same mind about President Reagan,
the man who won 94 states in two elections, and whose
reelection in 1984 was the greatest Electoral Landslide
in American History. This is NOT the first time that the
Corrupt Leftist Media attempted to overturn election
results of which they disapproved.

The dishonesty, bias and treachery of the Corrupt Leftist
Media are simply a fact of life in the United States. The
good news is that people are becoming increasingly
aware of this reality, and are accessing the more conservative, nationalistic and patriotic sources of news now
available within the new, “alternative” media.

Richard Nixon was hounded from office by the Corrupt
Leftist Media because he won 49 states in 1972, which
was America’s greatest electoral landslide until Reagan
ran for re-election in 1984. The Corrupt Leftist Media
feigned outrage over minor “campaign tricks” by Nixon
underlings, which they knew “Democrat” political operatives had been engaging in for decades.

One such source for honest and objective news is our
new website, which readers can access at CofCC.us or
conservative-headlines.org. (END)

Visit our new website at CofCC.us or conservative-headlines.org
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Make America Great Again
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YESTER-YEAR YEARNINGS: NOSTALGIC AMERICANA
THE LAST PICTURE SHOW
It was once a favorite pastime for everyone in town
By Sidney Secular
Anyone who drove down most Main Streets during the
1930s-1950s would likely find a neighborhood movie
house with blinking bulbs and neon lights on its marquee.
These social hubs, where rich and poor alike rubbed
shoulders often stayed open seven nights a week and
were owned by locals. Some seated a few hundred, while
others boasted an upper balcony, just like the downtown
palaces. During the Great Depression and during World
War II, they collected scrap and sold war bonds. The cost
of admission wouldn't buy a bagel or cup of coffee today.

Phantom, and The Green Hornet made great action heroes in the serials. Two films followed--a low budget B
movie and then the feature attraction from one of the
big studios: MGM, Paramount, 20th Century Fox, Warner
Bros. or RKO Radio Pictures. A frequent feature attraction
was a Western with stars such as Roy Rogers, Gene Autry, or the iconic Hopalong Cassidy with their famous
horses.
The lights went up around 10:30 P.M. and people walked
home beneath street-lamps or stopped at an ice cream
parlor for a sundae or milk shake and listened to the
jukebox. Worrying about crime at these late hours was
virtually unknown.

A medium-sized city could have more than a dozen
neighborhood theatres with frequently changed showings. They had semi-exotic names like the Palace, Cameo,
Globe, and Riviera. All showed second runs of films that
first played downtown.

Neighborhood movie houses fizzled during the 1960s.
Many were boarded up, gutted, or turned into bowling
alleys, churches, or thrift shops. Even first-run houses
downtown closed with the shift to shopping malls and
shoe box size multiplexes that were cheaper to run with
a greater variety of films, as the money-mongering mentality took hold. TV, cable and videocassettes finished off
the survivors. As a character in the movie, "The Last Picture Show", says, "Won't be much to do in town with
the picture show closed".

They called our local theater The Mermaid. To be sure, it
was a far cry from Loew's State Theater downtown with
its palatial Indo-Persian-Chinese architecture. The Mermaid lacked marble stairs, a Tiffany chandelier, and uniformed ushers with flashlights--but it did offer a modest
foyer with a box office flanked by colorful posters of coming attractions. Of course, posters also filled the outside
glass cases. Many were colorful lithographs. Some now
command fabulous prices at auction, such as $286,800
for The Black Cat (1934), $435,500 for The Mummy
(1932) and $502,000 for Dracula (1931).

When the neighborhood theatres closed, many mom-and
-pop shops did likewise--thus ending an era of American
small town life that was naturally communal, since alien
and disruptive elements were absent.

People packed The Mermaid on weekends and most other nights. Lights dimmed around 6:30 P.M., which caused
filmgoers to applaud and start devouring a box of Good &
Plenty licorice or Chuckles jelly candy, washed down with
soda pop. Matinees on Saturday were also a huge attraction.

The refrains of the late Joe South's tune, "Don't it make
you wanna go home?" reverberate in my mind."
(This article is envisioned as the first in a series on the
nostalgic aspects of American life that have vanished or
are in danger of doing so. All members and readers are
encouraged to submit articles on this theme for future
publication.)

The show opened with coming attractions, a cartoon, a
cliff-hanger serial or Three Stooges comedy, and the latest newsreel. Comic book characters like Batman, The
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